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Audit pricing is constantly a popular and core issue in auditing research field, 
since it always has critial meaning for the improving of audit quality, guarantee of 
effectiveness of audit market and especially instruction for financial information users. 
However, after massive research findings in relation between audit fees and 
firm-specific factors, this research has fallen into dilemma that few evidence with 
creative thinking could be widely accepted. So now we put more emphasis on 
environment-specific factors. Meanwhlie, with the development of globalization, 
increasing number of firms were listed aboard to enjoy the benefit of international 
financing with higher liquidity, lower capital cost and ‘bonding’ effect. Even Chinese 
public firms are no exception. Since 1993, hundreds of mainland firms went public in 
HongKong, US and Singapore, such as QingDao beer and China construction bank. 
Therefore, it naturely comes to these questions: (1) whether these cross listed 
firms paid same audit fees in different market environmen? (2) If audit fees truly 
different from each listed market, why this happen? In this paper, author manully 
collected audit fee data of AH dual listed companies, and used this special setting to 
investigate how does legal strictness and economic development effect audit fee. By 
empirical evidence of 160 firm-years data from 2006 to 2009, author proved that AH 
dual listed firms truly paid more audit fee in HongKong market than in Mainland, 
because of higher audit input cost and more strict legal system in Hongkong. It is 
believed that audit firms are easiesr to be sued under more strict legal system, which 
is why they usually required higher audit risk premium in HongKong than in 
Mainland. 
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